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A bright, top-down space arena shooter with, boss fights, upgradable abilities and weapons. Choose from an assortment of
weapons and abilities to power up your ship to your liking! But in order to upgrade you've got to defeat increasingly harder

enemies to gain points to buy them. Last as long as you can because once you die, it's all over. Although the game is only semi-
permadeath... but that's a slight spoiler!

You'll face enemies that can dodge your shots, redirect them back at you and more. Enemies have been tailored to have similar
abilities to what you can have or they can counter you. Bosses will challenge you and test your knowledge of the game. Mix and

match upgrades to last as long as you can!

Special Features

 Button Remapping
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 Custom Ship Model Importing (.dae format) with customizable color presets

 Audio/Video Settings

 Dual-Stick Gamepad Support

 20 Enemies and Other Threats

 5 Bosses
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Title: Quadrablaze
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
YounGen Tech
Publisher:
YounGen Tech
Release Date: 20 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10

Processor: 2.2GHz Dual Core

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB VRAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 400 MB available space

English
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Interesting doujin horror, but could use work.

+Denizens of ghost world are unusual; many are semi-cyborgs who have incorporated rusted war machinery into their
ectoplasmic being. Neat!

+Difficulty is high enough. The threat is felt, but can be overcome. You will die a few times. If you don't, a horror game isn't
doing its job.

+Interesting narrative, with a few classic ghost story touches.

-Not enough CG stills to emphasize important scenes. Considering how plain the gameplay animations are, and how basic the
dialog is, the lack stands out.

-Main character doesn't have any personality -- or even a portrait! In a 2D horror game, or any narrative-driven horror game, it's
important to know what the protagonist stands to lose by death\/dismemberment.

-Could use a more fleshed-out ending. A coda would have been nice, perhaps taking place a month after the main events of the
game.

Bottom line: It's not bad. Buy it on a sale. It doesn't live up to Mad Father standards, but I don't regret my time with it.. cats, trains
and puzzles. what's not to like? :D this game has pretty much everything i could ever ask for!. A great little puzzle\/mystery game,
which has some surprisingly funny moments as well as fun characters.
The game and the narration can become repetitive, so I would recommend playing it over a few days or weeks. It also has a mode
for up to four players, which can be entertaining. I ended up playing this with my partner, as he became hooked watching me solve
the first chapter. We both very much enjoyed playing the game together, and discussing who we thought it was at the end of each
chapter.
Some puzzle types do become slight repetitive, but they did get the cogwheels spinning. They were also all set out clearly, so time was
not wasted trying to work out what we had to do.
Overall, recommended for casual fun.. I think escapism is the only thing I do well in my life. Fun silly game, my little brother loves
it.. It was like drug wars with really slow, clunky, boring space shooter sequences that last for ~7 minutes between every travel. Ship
customization isn't very in depth.

Worst of all, the game starts with a 5 minute unskippable "cutscene" that is just a planet doing nothing, and a single line of text
appearing one letter at a time.. love everything the devs are doing with this game. one of my top 3 favorite games of all time.. Do
you want a game where you can place a t-rex head on a rocket and launch it off into space to reign terror? Have you ever just
wanted to build a space ship out of a cyborg statue of liberty head? Have you ever wanted to ram into multiple mines and watch the
pieces fly? Then this is the game for you! yes, there are quite a few glitches and bugs, but it's an early access game! What do you
expect?! This game is all around fun because of all of the random things you can do. I would give it an 8.5/10. Voice acting: 0/10

Graphics: 2/10

Controls: .... wtf were they thinking?

Do not buy this game at its current price point.. Actually don't buy it on sale either.
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Simply put, this game is addictive.
Whether it is the catchy music, the character interactions, the challenge or the 70s mecha fanboyism, I can't seem to put off this
game.
Definitely one of my best Steam purchases in spite of its technical shortcomings (no pause button, no resolution, no settings
altogether other than "Full screen Y\/N").. it is good :). The OST alone makes this a worthy purchase. Personally, hearing the
next track was the only reason I ever wanted to progress to the next level; it's that good! The game itself is very fun, but the
visual style makes it somewhat difficult to tell some of what's going on against the background in a few cases, and the menu
controls are very strange. Aside from these two minor points, it's a fantastic addition to the Bullethell genre, and for me, the
game that (in recent memory) introduced me to that genre.

Also, I find it strange how the overall rating isn't 'Overwhelmingly Positive' despite there being only 2 (now null) negative
reviews made in the past.. the game is realy good!. Didn't expect I'd like this as much as I do
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